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The limits in question are the end results of repeated applications of 
passing to factor groups modulo kernels of characters and then applying 
Clifford’s theory to elementary abelian normal subgroups of those factor 
groups. Our main theorem is that all the different elementary stabilizer 
limits of a single irreducible character of a finite group are isomorphic to 
each other, when taken modulo their kernels. 
The precise definition and a few simple properties of elementary 
stabilizer limits are given in Section 1 below. The main theorem, an 
immediate corollary and their proofs fill up Section 2. In Section 3 a num- 
ber of possible gcncralizations of this theorem are sketched, and an exam- 
ple is given showing that it becomes false if “elementary abelian” is 
replaced by “abelian.” Finally, in Section 4 the open question of the degree 
of unicity remaining in the isomorphisms given by our theorem is men- 
tioned. 
1. ELEMENTARY STABILIZER LIMITS 
Throughout this paper we work over a fixed, but arbitrary, commutative 
field 8. As far as possible we adapt the notation of [2, 33, where 3 had 
characteristic zero, to the present situation where 3 may have prime 
characteristic. If G is a finite group, then %G denotes the group algebra of 
G over 5. Because each irreducible representation of G can be written in 
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some finite, and hence separable, extension of the absolute ground field, 
any simple right SG-module ‘&II is determined to within isomorphism by 
the irreducible S-character x = xsn of G which it affords, the function 
x: G + 8 sending any (TE G to the trace of the S-linear transformation 
mama of !IR. Thus we can use the set Irr(SG) of all these irreducible 
k-characters of G as a proxy for the non-existent set of all isomorphism 
classes of simple right kG-modules. However, the degree deg(X) of any 
x E Irr( 8G) is not the value x( 1) E 5, but rather the dimension over 3 of 
any simple right SG-module ‘$I affording x, a dimension which is an 
ordinary integer. 
By an irreducible g-subcharacter $ of G we mean an irreducible 
%-character of some subgroup H of G. Any such $ determines H as its 
domain of definition Dam($). So the set Irs(gG) of all irreducible 
S-subcharacters of G is the disjoint union: 
Irs(%G) = u Irr(GH), 
II< G 
where, as usual, “H d G” means that H is a subgroup of G. We denote by 
G{ $} the stabilizing subgroup in G of any @ E Irs( 5G) under conjugation. 
We use the customary notation “N 4 G” to indicate that N is a normal 
subgroup of G. In that case Clifford’s theory [l] says that the restriction of 
any simple right SG-module ‘!M is a semi-simple kN-module 9X1,. For any 
i. E Irr(&V), we denote by VJl{ iv} the i,-primarv component of !JJI,, the sum 
of all the simple kN-submodules % of W, affording E,. If no such (Jl exist, 
then mm(L) is the zero submodule of (JJZ,. Clifford’s theory tells us that 
‘%R{ iv} is non-zero for exactly one G-conjugacy class of characters 
i~Irr(8N). It also says that W(i) is a simple SG(i}-submodule of $%I1 
(or, more strictly, of am ) and that YJ4 is isomorphic to the SG-module 
YJI{~>’ induced from the %G{i.}-module !JJI{j.}. 
In order to express Clifford’s theory in terms of irreducible g-characters, 
as in [2, 31, we make some new definitions. If x E Irr(gG), for some finite 
group G, then “i. 9 x” will mean that i. E Irs(gG), that Dam(L) a G and 
that ‘%IIIJz(E,} # 0 for any simple right SG-module ‘%I affording x. In that case 
we write x(L) for the irreducible @character of G(E,} afforded by the sim- 
ple right SC{ I.} -module ‘!IR{ i”}. We say that x is induced from a character 
$ E Irs(sG), and write ‘x = $‘;,’ if any simple right 3 Dam($)-module % 
affording II/ induces a simple right SG-module nc; affording x. Then the 
relevant parts of Clifford’s theory for G and x can be stated as 
(l.la) IfNgG, then the set 
Irr(xlGN)= {i.EIrr(~N)(i.I!X} 
is a single G-conjugacy class in Irr($N). 
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(1.1 b) If i, _a x, then x{ A} is the unique element of Irs(BG) satisfying: 
(i) Dom(x{%}) = G{A}, 
(ii) 1. a x(A}, and 
(iii) 1 =x(A)“. 
(1.1~) rf i a x, then conjugation hy uny o E G sends I to a character 
%“S~ fmd~{%) to ~{%)“=~{P}. 
When 5 has characteristic zero, the following result is a special case of 
Corollary 3.6 in [2]. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Suppose that x E Irr(sG), for some finite group G, and 
that L, pdx with E,gp and p{i-}=p. Then Aa~{p} and 
xbl{j-> = (x{~L)H~) is equal to x{p}. Furthermore, pgx{L) and 
x{E.}{p} is also equal to x{p}. 
Proof The normal subgroups N = Dom(3,) and M= Dam(p) of G 
satisfy N 5 M. Let (9JI be a simple right kG-module affording x. In view of 
(l.la) and (l.lb), our hypothesis that ,~(i} =p just says that E. is the only 
member of Irr(p 1 3N). So any simple &V-submodule % of YJI affording p 
must be equal to %{A} and hence be contained in !lJI{A}. Since ‘@{p} is 
the sum of all such ‘%, it satisfies 
OccVJl{p} GVJ&{%}. 
From N II G and N d A4 = Dam@) it follows that N I! G{ p}. The above 
inclusion implies that the simple 5G{ p }-module W { ,u } affording x{p} is 
equal to 9R{~}(E,}=(%JI{~}){~~). So fm{p}{A>#O and igx{p}. The 
subgroup G{p}{i.} =G{p} nG{A} is just G(p), since any ogG fixing p 
must fix the unique character E, in Irr(pl 3N). This and ‘B{p} {A} = !JJI{p > 
yield 
The normal subgroup M = Dom(,u) of G fixes the character 1. under con- 
jugation, and hence is a normal subgroup of G(A). The above inclusions 
imply that the simple SG{i}-module m{n} affording x{A} has %X{,U} as 
its p-primary component ‘%I{~.}{,u}. Since G{~.}{,u} =G{p} nG{A> is 
equal to G(p), we conclude that ~~x{1} with ~{1~}{,~}=~{~}. So the 
proposition is proved. 
The kernel of any x E Irr(BG) is, of course, the normal subgroup Ker(X) 
of G consisting of all 0 E G such that c acts as identity on any simple right 
SG-module ‘$I affording x. We denote by X/Ker(X) the faithful irreducible 
s-character of the factor group G/Ker(X) such that x is inflated from 
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x/Ker(X). More generally, if 1 is trioiaf on some N 11 G, i.e., if N< Ker(X), 
then x/N is the unique character in Irr(@G/N)) from which x is inflated. 
We say that a finite abelian group E is elementary if its exponent exp(E) 
is a square-free integer, i.e., if its p-Sylow subgroup E,, is an elementary 
abelian p-group for each prime p. For any finite group G and any 
1 E Irr( SC), we define inductively a non-empty subset ESL( x) of Irs( 3G) as 
follows: 
Case 1.3a. Ker(X) > 1. In this case ESLQ) consists of all Q E Irs(GG) 
such that Ker(X) f Ker(d) and d/Ker(X) E ESL(x/Ker(X)). 
Case 1.3b. Ker(X) = 1 and there exists some E. 9 1 such that G(L) < G 
and Dom(E.) is elementary ahelian. In this case ESL(x) is the union of the 
sets ESL(x{ i”} ) over all such i.. 
Case 1.3~. Ker(X)= 1 and G(i.} = Gfor all 2~~1 such that Dam(R) is 
elementary ah&an. In this case ESL(x) consists only of il. 
We call the characters &E ESL(x) the elementary stabilizer limits of 1. 
From Case 1.3a it is clear that: 
(1.4) Ij’x is tricial on some N s G, then ESL(x) consists qf all q3 E Irs(gG) 
such that N < Ker(d) and d/N E ESL(x/N). 
Furthermore, G and x satisfy: 
PROPOSITION 1.5. Zf 2.5 1 and Dam(A) is elementary ahelian, then 
ESL(X(i,}) is contained in ESL(x). 
ProoJ: Fix dEESL(X{i.}). If G(A) =G, then $EESL(X) since x=x(1.}. 
So we may assume that G(1.j < G. If Ker(X) = 1, this implies that G and x 
are in Case 1.3b, and that 4~ ESL(x) by definition. Thus we may also 
assume that Ker(X) > 1. 
From x=x(iw}G it follows that N = Ker(X) satisfies N < Ker(x{ n} ). 
Hence NAG{)*} =Dom(X{i.)). Now (1.4) for G{;“), N and x{j,} tells us 
that N< Ker($) and #/NEESL(%{I}/N). If we can show that 
~/NE ESL(x/N), then 4~ ESL(x) by Case 1.3a, since Ker(X) > 1. 
Let G be G/N and ;C be X/NE Irr(3G). The image of E = Dam(d) is an 
elementary abelian normal subgroup E = EN/N of G. From i. _a 1 we get 
En N= Dam(A) n Ker(X) d Ker(i.). 
It follows that there is a unique X E Irr(@) such that i(oN) = i(c) for all 
D E E. Furthermore, 2 ZA 2 and G{ 1) = G (2 j/N. Using ( 1.1 b) one easily 
verifies that j(x) = x{i-}/N. So #/NE ESL(j{X}). 
Clearly Ker (j) = Ker(X/Ker(x)) is 1. Since G{ i-} < G, we have 
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So G and j lie in Case 1.3b and ~/NEESL(~{L}) lies in 
ESLQ) = ESL(x/N) by the definition in that case. As noted above, this 
implies that 4 E ESL(x), which is the proposition. 
One can easily show that any irreducible +character x of a finite 
group G is induced from each elementary stabilizer limit 4 of x. This only 
uses (1.1 b) and the definitions in Cases 1.3a, b, c. One could even use 
more of Clifford’s theory to prove that the g-algebra a(x) of all 
gG-endomorphisms of some simple right SG-module 9JI affording x is 
isomorphic to the corresponding algebra (X(d) for any 4 E ESL(x). 
We can apply the methods of Problem 6.11 in [4] to show that a 
character XE Irr(GG) is monomial if and only if every 4 E ESL(x) is 
monomial. More generally, we define DI(x) to be the set of the degrees of 
all characters Ic/ E Irs(gG) such that x = $“. We partially order the set 
DI(x) of positive integers by divisibility, and denote by MDI(x) its subset 
of all minimal elements under this partial ordering. Note that both DI(x) 
and MDI(x) are non-empty since x E DI(x). 
PROPOSITION 1.6. rf 4 E ESL( x), f or some finite group G and x E Irr( SC), 
then MDI(x) = MDI(4). 
Proof: We may assume that the proposition is true for all groups of 
order strictly smaller than that of G. 
If x is trivial on some Ng G and if $ E Irs(sG) induces x, then 
N6 Ker($) and $/NE Irs(g(G/N)) induces x/N E Irr( g(G/N)). Since 
deg($/N) = deg($), this implies that DI(x) E DI(x/N). The opposite 
inclusion is clear by inflation. So DI(x) = DI(x/N), from which it follows 
that 
MWX) = MWxIN). 
In Case 1.3a) we may apply the above arguments to both x and 4, with 
Ker(X) for N in both instances. This gives 
MDI(x) = MDI(X/Ker(X)) = MDI($/Ker(X)) = MDI(d), 
where the middle equality holds by induction. So the proposition is proved 
in this case. 
In Case 1.3b there exist an elementary abelian normal subgroup E of G 
and a character j”~Irr(sE) such that Go,} <G and 4~ ESL(X{E,}). By 
induction we have MDI(X{i,}) = MDI(4). So the proposition in this case is 
equivalent to 
(1.7) MDI(x) = MDI(X{E.)). 
Any integer dE MDI(x) is the degree of some I++ E Irs(SG) with x = $“. 
Let H be the subgroup Dam($) of G, and % be a simple right SH-module 
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affording $. Then 91” is a simple right SG-module affording x. Since 
H < HE 6 G, this implies that fl HE is a simple right SHE-module and that 
$HE is its character in Irr(gHE). 
The minimality of d= deg($) in DI(x) forces I) to be primitive, i.e., not 
induced from any 0 E Irs(gH) with Dam(B) < H. Applying (l.la, b) to IJ 
and H n E a H = Dam($), we conclude from this that Irr($l B(H n E)) 
consists of a single character CL. So there exists an integer m > 0 such that 
91 Hn E is isomorphic to the direct sum m x R of m copies of some simple 
k(Hn E)-module H affording p. It follows that 
d= deg($) = m deg(p). 
Furthermore, Mackey’s formula gives the isomorphism 
(%ffE)t: = (!Tlff ~, JE ‘v m x 5%” (as SE-modules). 
Every subgroup of the elementary abelian group E is complemented. In 
particular, E is the direct product (H n E) x C, for some subgroup C. The 
corresponding direct product ,U x 1 of P with the trivial character on C lies 
in Irr(sE). Since E a HE and !BffE is a simple gHE-module, the 
gE-module (!RnH”), is semi-simple by Clifford’s theory. So the above 
isomorphism implies that 53” is a semi-simple SE-module. It follows that 
the characteristic of 5 does not divide the order of C, and that a simple 
right SE-module 2 affording p x 1 occurs with multiplicity one as a direct 
summand of W”. This and the above isomorphism give 
%H”(~xl},-mxL! (as SE-modules). 
But !RHE(p x 1) is a simple S(HE){p x 1 }-module affording $HE{p x 1). 
Therefore $HE(p x 1 } E Irs(sG) satisfies 
deg(tiH”{px l})=mdeg(px l)=mdeg(p)=d 
and 
Thus we may replace I,+ by I,+““{ ,u x 1) and assume that 
E< H=Dom($). 
The intersection H n E is now E, and p is now the unique character in 
Irr($) SE). It follows that H = H{p} d G{p} and that P a I= II/“. The two 
members p and L of Irr(X 1 SE) are G-conjugate by (l.la). So we may 
replace + by some conjugate and assume that 
481:112:2-3 
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Now H= Dam($) is a subgroup of G(A) = G{p}. Because 1+5 induces an 
irreducible @character x of G, it induces an irreducible @character $“{‘J 
of G{%). Since i = p 9 $, we have 1. a tiG‘f’}. Clearly x = tj” = ($“‘“I)“. So 
(l.lb) tells us that $c{i) =x(1.), and hence that d = deg($ ) lies in 
DI(x(1)). Thus we have shown that 
MDI(x) z DI(x{i}). 
Any eEDI(X{i)) is deg(0) f or some OE Irs(sG{E.}) with ~{i.} = O’(‘). 
Evidently 19 E Irs(SG) and 1 =x(1.}” = 0”. So e E DI(x) and 
DI($} c DI(x). 
This and the preceding inclusion imply (1.7), which completes the proof of 
the proposition in Case 1.3b. 
The proposition is trivial in Case 1.3c, since 4 must then be 1. So it holds 
in all cases. 
2. THE THEOREM 
Let 4 and 4’ be irreducible @characters of finite groups Dam(b) and 
Dom(&), respectively. We say that 4 and qY are isomorphic module kernels, 
and write 
4 = @(mod Ker), 
if the following condition is satisfied: 
(2.1) There exists an isomorphism L of the factor group Dom(b)/Ker(d) 
onto Dom(@)/Ker(@) carrying the irreducible @character #/Ker(#) of the 
former group to the character @/Ker(@) of the latter. 
Evidently isomorphism module kernels is an equivalence relation among 
ireducible S-characters of finite groups. 
Our main result can now be stated as: 
THEOREM 2.2. If x is an irreducible g-character of a finite group G, then 
any two elementary stabilizer limits C$ and 4’ of x are isomorphic mod&o 
kernels. 
Proof: We may assume that 
(2.3) C$ & qY (mod Ker), 
and that the theorem holds for all groups of order strictly smaller than that 
of G. 
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We can eliminate immediately Cases 1.3~ and 1.3a. In Case 1.3~ we have 
4=x=@, h h’ w ic is incompatible with (2.3). In Case 1.3a the characters 4 
and 4 are inflated from characters #/Ker(X) and qY/Ker(X), respectively, in 
ESL( X/Ker( x)). Evidently we have 
4 N d/Ker(X) (mod Ker) and 
Since our induction hypothesis gives 
4’ ‘v qY/Ker(x) (mod Ker). 
MWx) = d’/Ker(x) 
this is also incompatible with (2.3). 
(mod Ker), 
Having eliminated the other possibilities, we must be in Case 1.3b. So we 
may choose E, 1., E’ and ;I’ satisfying: 
(2.4a) E is an elementary abelian normal subgroup of G and i. is a charac- 
ter in Irr(XIgE) such that G(L) <G and ~EESL(X{~.}). 
(2.4b) E’ is an elementary abelian normal subgroup of G and 3.’ is a 
character in Irr(X)3E’) such that G{A’} <G and 4’ E ESL(x{j”‘}). 
The product E’E of the normal subgroups E’ and E is a normal sub- 
group of G, as is its center Z = Z(E’E). Since E’ and E are both abelian, Z 
is the product CC of the centralizer C’ of E in E’ with the centralizer C of 
E’ in E. Evidently the subgroups C’ of E’ and C of E are both elementary 
abelian. Hence so is their abelian product Z. Because Z centralizes the 
elementary abelian group E = Dom(i.), we conclude that ZE is an elemen- 
tary abelian normal subgroup of both G and G{ E. > = Dom(X(Eti} ).
Let p be any character in Irr(X{i}) GZE) and i3 be any character in 
ESL(X{j~}{~}), Applying Proposition 1.5 with G{E,}, ~{j.} and p in place 
of G, x and I., we see that 8 E ESL(x{ n}). In view of (2.4a) our induction 
hypothesis gives 
$-0 (mod Ker ). 
Furthermore, 8 lies in ESL(x) by the original Proposition 1.5. So we may 
replace 4 by 8 and assume that 
Frorn~~X{i~} and Dom(p)=ZEgG weconclude that paX=X{E,}“. 
Since I is the only character in Irr(X{i.) 1 %E), it is the only character in 
Irr(p( BE). So the hypotheses of Proposition 1.2 are satisfied. That 
proposition tells us that x(3.) {p} = x(p}. It follows that we may replace E 
and 1 by ZE and p without changing (2.4a). Hence we may assume that 
(2.5a) Z< E. 
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Similarly, we may assume that 
(2Sb) 2 < E’. 
Since E is abelian, there is now a unique character [ E Irr(J.1 52). Clearly 
i 9 x and Z a G = Dam(X) imply that iax. So Proposition 1.2, with < 
and i in place of 3, and I*, respectively, tells us that 1 a x(c) and 
x(i}{jV} =x{j.}. Applying Proposition 1.5 with G(i) and x(i) in place of 
G and 1, we conclude that 
Like [, the unique character [’ E Irr(i.‘l &Z) is a member of Irr(X (5Z). So 
i and [’ are G-conjugate by (l.la). Evidently we may replace #‘, E’ and i.’ 
by suitable conjugates and suppose that [’ = [. Then 4 and 4’ both lie in 
ESL(x{{}). If G(i) < G, then +4 N 4’ (mod Ker) by induction. This con- 
tradicts (2.3). Therefore G{ [} = G and: 
(2.6) [ is the onZy character in Irr(XlRZ), 
We saw above, in the second paragraph of the proof, that Ker(X) = 1. 
This and (2.6) imply that 
(2.7) Ker([) = 1. 
The elementary abelian group E is the direct product Z x D of its sub- 
group Z and some complementary subgroup D. Similarly, E’ is a direct 
product Z x D’. Since E’ and E are abelian normal subgroups of G, com- 
mutation is a non-singular bilinear map of D’ x D into E’ n E, which is a 
subgroup of Z= Z(E’E). It follows that the exponent exp(D) divides 
exp(Z), and hence that 
exp(E) = exp(Z x D) = exp(Z). 
The factor group E/Ker(j”) is cyclic, since i is an irreducible character of 
the abelian group E. It follows from (2.7) that 
Zn Ker(d) = Ker(c) = 1. 
This and the preceding equalities imply that Z is cyclic and: 
(2.8a) E = Z x Ker(lZ) with 2, = (I. 
Similarly, we have: 
(2.8b) E’ = Z x Ker(/‘) with A& = [. 
Now commutation in E’E is a non-singular bilinear map c of 
Ker(i,‘) x Ker(3.) into the cyclic group Z. So Ker(i.‘) and Ker(E,) are dual 
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finite abelian groups. Hence the order IKer(J.‘)I of Ker(i’) is equal to 
\Ker(%)l. 
Since Zn Ker(l) = 1 by (2.8a), the non-singularity of c tells us that no 
non-trivial c E Ker(%‘) can normalize Ker(l). In particular, no such CT can 
fix i, under conjugation. So the Ker(l’)-orbit T of A under conjugation in G 
is regular of order 
(Tj = IKer(L’)l = IKer(i.)l. 
But T is a subset of the set Irr(SEl [) of all $ E Irr(gE) such that [ a Ic/. 
Because Irr(kEl[) can have at most lE/Zl = IKer(i.)l elements, we con- 
clude that T= Irr(SE( c). Therefore we have 
(2.9a) Ker(i,‘) acts regularly and transitiue1.v on Irr(SEl[) by conjugation. 
Similarly we have 
(2.9b) Ker( L) acts regularly and transitively on Irr( 3E’ I() by conjugation. 
It follows from (2.6) that [ is invariant under G-conjugation. Hence so 
are both Irr(&!?’ ) 4’) and Irr(SEl [). Thus G acts by conjugation on the 
Cartesian product Irr( GE’ ( LJ x Irr( SE I [). Clearly 
H= G{i,‘} n G{i.} 
is the stabilizer in G of the element i,’ x jV in Irr(&F’ I c) x Irr(gEl 5). Since 
Ker(1) < E fixes each $ E Irr(gE( [), it follows from (2.9a), (2.9b) that E’E 
acts transitively on Irr(gE’l c) x Irr(gEl [). So we have 
G = E’EH. 
Evidently E = Dom(;l) < G(A), while H < G(A) by definition. This and 
the preceding equation yield 
G(i) = (G{%) n E’) EH. 
The factor Z in (2.8b) fixes both i.’ and k. So Z < H. The factor Ker(j.‘) in 
(2.8b) satisfies G(L) n Ker(i.‘) = 1 by (2.9a). It follows that 
G(,I}nE’=Z<EH and G{%} = EH. 
By symmetry we have G{ 2.‘) n E = Z, and hence H n E = Z. Because 
Ker(E.) a G(A), this and (2.8a) imply that: 
(2.10a) G(L) is th e semi-direct product Ker(l) >a H. 
Similarly we have: 
(2.10b) G{A’} is the semi-direct product Ker(3.‘) >a H. 
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Let rr be the projection of G(J) onto H in the semi-direct product 
(2.10a). Since Ker(3,) < Ker(X{1}), the restriction of x{i} E Irr(gG{j.}) is a 
character x(I},EI~~(~‘H) such that x(i) is the composition x{E.},::Tc of 
x{j*}” and rc. From (1.4) it follows that 4~ ESL(x(i},cn) has the form 
d= $07~ for some $EESL(X(I}~). Furthermore, we have 
cj N ql (mod Ker). 
Similarly, xii’} restricts to a character x{j,‘}H E Irr(SH) and there is some 
4’~ ESL(X(I’},) such that 
I$’ N $4’ (mod Ker). 
If we can prove that 
(2.11) xW,,=xVL~ 
then our induction hypothesis gives 
6-C’ (mod Ker), 
since H< G{i.} < G. This is inconsistent with (2.3) and the above 
isomorphisms. So Theorem 2.2 will hold if (2.11) does. 
Let ‘% be a simple right SG(A}-module affording x{i.}. Then ‘%’ is a 
simple right %G-module affording x=x(A)“. So ‘iR7”{i,‘} is a simple right 
$JG{,?‘}-submodule of (9J2”)ojj,,) affording x{j*‘}. It follows from (2.6) and 
(2.8b) that A’ is the only character in Irr(XISE’) such that i’ is trivial on 
K’ = Ker(i,‘). Therefore the I’-primary component 8’{1,‘} of (%G)E is just 
the centralizer C(K’ in (Jz”) of K’ in W. 
The intersection G(i’} n G{j”} is H by definition, while (2.10a), (2.10b) 
imply that G { 1’ > G { 1”} is E’EH = G. So Mackey’s Formula gives 
(gyqGjj~‘) =&pi’} (as gG{i’}-modules). 
From this and (2.10b) it follows that 
fnG{A’)H= C(K in (!N2,)“‘““), N 5RH (as SH-modules). 
Equation (2.11) is an immediate consequence of this isomorphism. As 
remarked above, this completes the proof of Theorem 2.2. 
COROLLARY 2.12. The domains of any two elementary stabilizer limits 4 
and q5’ of an irreducible @character x of a finite group G have the same 
order: 
(2.13a) IDom(4)l = IDom(&)l. 
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Their kernels also have the same order: 
(2.13b) IKer(d)l = jKer(4’)l. 
Proof. The definitions of ESL(x) in Cases 1.3a- 1.3c and of x(n> in 
(l.lb) imply that x = 4” = (4’)“. So we have 
deg(;l) = IDom(x)ldeg(~)llDom(~)l = IDomk) I deg(@)/lDom(@)l. 
In view of (2.1) the isomorphism 4 N 0’ (mod Ker) of Theorem 2.2 gives 
&s(d) = deg(diKer(9)) = deg(&/Ker(&)) = deg(4’) 
and 
IDom(4)i/lKeri&)l = IDom(@MKer(@)l 
Equations (2.13a), (2.13b) follow easily from these. 
We can obtain several variations of Theorem 2.2 by putting additional 
conditions on the elementary abelian normal subgroups Dom(i.) in Cases 
1.3b and 1.3~. For example, if we fix a set rc of primes and insist that each 
such Dom(il) be a n-group, in addition to its previous properties, then the 
new Cases 1.3a-1.3c define the set ESL,(x) of all n-elementary stabilizer 
limits of x E Irr(gG). The equivalent of (1.4) clearly holds with ESL,( . . . ) 
in place of ESL( ... ). So does the equivalent of Proposition 1.5. With the 
same replacement, the proof of Theorem 2.2 can be repeated almost word 
for word to give: 
THEOREM 3.1. Jf 7c is a set of primes and x is an irreducible %-character 
of a finite group G, then any two n-elementary stabilizer limits IJ~ and 4’ qf’~ 
are isomorphic modulo kernels. 
The only real change in the proof is that the groups E and E’ in (2.4, b) 
now have the additional property of being rc-groups, so that E’E, Z and 
ZE are z-groups as well. Note that Theorem 2.2 is the special case of 
Theorem 3.1 in which rc is the set of all primes. 
A second condition which can be placed on the Dam(i) in Cases 1.3b 
and 1.3~ is to make them subgroups of a “fixed” normal subgroup M of G. 
We combine this with the above condition to define the non-empty set 
ESL,(x, M) of all 7c, M-elementary stabilizer limits of any x E Irr(BG), 
whenever z is a set of primes and Ma G. This is determined inductively 
by: 
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Case 3.2a. Mn Ker(x) > 1. In this case ESL,(x, M) consists of all 
qS E Irs(GG) such that K= M n Ker(X) is a subgroup of Ker(d) and 
#IKE ESLWK M/K). 
Case 3.2b. Mn Ker(X) = 1 and there exists some 1 ax such that 
G(i) <G and Dam(%) is an elementary abelian x-subgroup of M. In this 
case ESL,(x, M) is the union of the sets ESL,&{I), M(1)) over all such i.. 
Case 3.2~. M n Ker(X) = 1 and G{ ;1} = G for all i, a x such that Dam(R) 
is an elementary abelian n-subgroup of M. In this case ESL,(x, M) consists 
only of x. 
Note that M/KS G/K= Dom(X/K) in Case 3.2a, and that 
M(A) =MnG{j&} dG(i} =Dom(~{%)) in Case 3.2b. So ESL,(x, M) is 
properly defined. 
The following form of (1.4) now holds: 
(3.3) Zf NAG and N< Mn Ker(X), then ESL,(x, M) consists of all 
4 E Irs( %G) such that N,< Ker(d) and ~/NE ESL,(x/N, M/N). 
The proof of Proposition 1.5 can be modified to give: 
F’R~P~SITI~N 3.4. Zf A AX and Dom(il) is an elementary abelian x-sub- 
group of M, then ESL,(X{i.}, MC;.}) is a subset of ESL,(x, M). 
Again the proof of Theorem 2.2 can be repeated with slight changes to 
demonstrate: 
THEOREM 3.5. If TC is a set of primes, M is a normal subgroup of a 
finite group G and x is an irreducible @character of G, then any two n, 
M-elementary stabilizer limits 4 and $’ of x are isomorphic modulo 
kernels. Indeed, the isomorphism t of (2.1) can be chosen so that it carries 
the normal subgroup (Mn Dam(4)) Ker(4)/Ker(d) of Dom(d)/Ker(#) onto 
(Mn Dom(&)) Ker(&)/Ker(qY). 
Aside from keeping track of the normal subgroups M, M(i), etc., and 
verifying the above special property of I at each stage in the proof, we only 
need note that the groups E and E’ in (2.4a) (2.4b) now have the 
additional property of being n-subgroups of M. So E’E, 2 and ZE are also 
K-subgroups of M. Of course, Theorem 3.1 is the special case of Theorem 
3.5 in which M is G itself. 
Another way to generalize Theorem 2.2 is to follow [S] and consider the 
family .Y of all ordered triples (G, N, Ic/) satisfying: 
(3.6) G is a finite group, Na G and $ E Irr(SN) with G($} = G. 
We associate to each (G, N, $) E .F a non-empty subset ESL(IC/ ISG) of 
Irs(sN), defined as follows: 
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Case 3.7a. Ker($) > 1. In this case K= Ker($) is normal in G= G{$) 
and EW$ I SW consists of all q5 E Irs(gN) such that K< Ker(#) and 
~/KE EWII/IKI NGIK)). 
Case 3.7b. Ker(+) = 1 and there exists some i a $ such that G(A) < G 
and Dam(i) is un elementury ahelian normal subgroup of G. In this case 
ESL($ IgG) is the union of the sets ESL(${ I.} 1 gG{ 1”)) ouer all such E.. 
Case 3.7~. Ker($)= 1 und G(I) = G for all E, I! + such that Dom(3,) 
is an elementary aheliun normal subgroup of G. In this cuse ESL($ ) SG) 
consists only of *. 
Note that (G/K, N/K, II//K) lies in ,Y in Case 3.7a, and that (G{i.), 
N{ i. >, $ { iv} ) lies in 3 for each 1” in Case 3.7b. So ESL( $1 SG) is properly 
defined. We call the characters q5 E ESL(I(II SG) the SG-elementary stabilizer 
limits of Ic/. It should be remarked that this notation is different from that of 
[3]. Our present ESL($JgG) can be shown to coincide with the 
set MECC($ 1 %G) defined in (3.7a) of [3], while the “elementary 
%G-stabilizer limits” of II/ given by (3.7b) of [3] require further reductions 
which are irrelevant here. 
As in (1.4), we have: 
(3.8) If‘ Kg G and K< Ker($), then ESL(I,I~G) consists of all 
cf~ E Irs( SN) such thut K < Ker(b) and 4/K E ESL(II//KI a(G/K)). 
Furthermore, Proposition 1.5 generalizes to: 
PROPOSITION 3.9. If i. I! I/I and Dam(i) is an elementary aheliun normal 
subgroup of G, then ESL(${R}J~G(~V}) is a subset of ESL($ISG). 
As in [3], the statement of the generalization of Theorem 2.2 to the 
present situation is complicated by the presence of additional structures 
which must be preserved by our isomorphisms. One can easily see that any 
4 E ESL($ I SG) satisfies: 
(3.10) $ =qP and Dam($) is the intersection N(d) = Nt~G{ti} of N 
with the stabilizer G{ q5} of q5 un d er conjugution by elements of G. 
(3,lOb) (G(4), N{~S},#)EF and inclusion: G{qS} +c G induces an 
isomorphism of groups: G{qS}/N{qb} 7 GIN. 
(3.10~) Induction to G is u hijection of Irr(gG{#}I$) onto Irr(gGl$). 
Here, as in (2.9), the set Irr(gGl II/) consists of all x E Irr(gG) such that 
ICI 9 x9 and WSGidlI4) is defined similarly. The correct relation of 
isomorphism for two characters 4 and 4’ in ESL($ I SG) can now be stated 
as: 
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(3.11) There exists an isomorphism I of the factor group G{4}/Ker(4) 
onto G(b’}/Ker(&) such that. 
(i) I sends N{d)/Ker(d) onto N(d’}/Ker(d’), and carries the 
irreducible @character b/Ker(ti) of the former group to the character 
ti’/Ker(&) of the latter. 
(ii) The group isomorphism of G{gh}/N(d} N (G{b}/Ker(d))/ 
(N{ #}/Ker(#)) onto G{ #‘}/N{ 4’) induced by 1 carries the isomorphism. 
G(@}/N{q5} s G/N of (3.10b) to the corresponding isomorphism. 
G{ qd’}/N{ 4’) s G/N for 4’. 
(iii) The bijection of Irr(gG(4) 14) ( h’ h w IC 1s naturally “isomorphic” to 
Irr(~(G{~}/Ker(~))I@/Ker(#))) onto Irr(SG{#‘} Id’) induced by z carries 
the bijection: Irr( gG(4) ) 4) - Irr(SGl Ic/) of (3.10~) to the corresponding 
bijection: Irr(gG{d’) 14’) - Irr($jGI$) for 4’. 
The proof of Theorem 2.2 can be modified to prove: 
THEOREM 3.12. If G, N and Ic/ satisfy (3.6), then any two %G-elementary 
stabilizer limits I$ and 4’ of + satisfy (3.11). 
In addition to the tedious verification of (3.11) at each step in the proof, 
and the use of more of Clifford’s theory for arbitrary fields, the only change 
is that the groups E and E’ of (2.4a), (2.4b) are now normal subgroups of 
G contained in N, as are E’E, 2 and ZE. Of course, Theorem 2.2 is the 
special case of Theorem 3.12 in which N is G and + is x E Irr( SC). 
It is possible to combine Theorems 3.5 and 3.12 by insisting that the 
groups Dom(i.) in Cases 3.7b and 3.7~ be n-groups contained in some 
“fixed” normal subgroup M of G. The resulting theorem would have all the 
above theorems as consequences. Its full statement and proof would also be 
incomprehensibly complicated. So we omit it. 
There is one potential generalization of Theorem 2.2 that does not hold. 
The equivalent of Theorem 2.2 is false if the subgroups Dam(1) in Cases 
1.3b and 1.3~ are allowed to be arbitrary abelian groups. A counterexample 
is given by any faithful complex irreducible character x of the non-abelian 
group G of order 33 and exponent 3’. There is a cyclic normal subgroup C 
of order 3’ in G, and any character 4 E Irr(XISC) is faithful, linear and 
equal to x(d). So 4 is an “abelian stabilizer limit” of x with 
Dom(d)/Ker(4) N C of order 3’. On the other hand, G has an elementary 
abelian normal subgroup E’ of order 32 and any 4’ E Irr(X I SE’) is non- 
trivial, linear and equal to x{ 4’1. So 4’ is also an “abelian stabilizer limit” 
of x with Dom(+‘)/Ker(b’) a cyclic factor group of order 3 of the elemen- 
tary abelian 3-group E’. Therefore 4 and 4’ are not isomorphic modulo 
kernels. 
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4. A QUESTION OF UNICITY 
The inductive proof of Theorem 2.2 actually provides a finite chain 
40, 4, 9 .a., 4, of characters in ESL(x) leading from 4 = c+$, to 4’ = $n. The 
resulting isomorphism: 
1: Dom(4)/Ker(4) Y Dom($‘)/Ker(@) 
satisfying the conditions of (2.1) is the product r = [,I,, 1 . . . I, of similar 
isomorphisms: 
1: Dom(d, - I )/Ker(di- I) s Dom(4i)/Ker(4,), 
each having one of two special forms: either ri is conjugation by some e E G 
or it is induced by the isomorphisms 
defined by the projections onto H in (2.10a,b), where (2.10a), (2.10b) 
apply, not to the original group G, but to a suitable factor group of a sub- 
group of G. In the latter case we say that li is projective. 
The presence of factors which are conjugation by arbitrary elements of G 
ensures that I cannot be unique. It can always be modified by composing it 
with an inner automorphism of Dom(b)/Ker(d). We have not been able to 
construct examples where I has any greater freedom than this. So we pose: 
Question 4.1. Is the isomorphism 1 in (2.1) constructed by the proof qf 
Theorem 2.2 unique to within inner automorphisms of Dom(#)/Ker(b)? 
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